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UNIQUENESS CRITERIA FOR SOLUTIONS OF SINGULAR

BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS

BY

D. R. DUNNINGER AND HOWARD A. LEVINEÍ1)

ABSTRACT.   In this paper we consider the equation

(1) «"(f) + (k/t)u'(t) + Au(t) = 0,       0 < t < T,       u(T) = 0,

where u: (0, T) —► D(A) C B is a Banach space valued function taking values

in a dense subdomain D(A) of the Banach space B.   Here A is a closed (pos-

sibly unbounded) linear operator on D(A) while k is a real constant.   The dif-

ferential equation is an abstract Euler-Poisson-Darboux equation.  We give

necessary and sufficient conditions on the point spectrum of A to insure

uniqueness of the strong solution u = 0 as well as sufficient conditions on the

point spectrum to insure uniqueness of weak solutions,   u is only required to

satisfy

(a) rfc»i/(f)ll —► 0+ as t —>• 0+ if k > 1,

(b) rfcll«'(r)ll + rfc+1Uu(f)H — O as t —► 0+, 0 < k < 1,

(c) f»u'(r)ll + llu(f)ll —► 0 as t —* 0+, k < 0.
The operator A need not possess a complete set of eigenvectors nor need one

have a backward uniqueness theorem available for (1) for the Cauchy final value

problem.

Our techniques extend to the n-axially symmetric abstract equation
n

(2) S  [3 u/dt? + (kJtAou/btA + Au = 0.
í=l

The proofs rest upon an application of the Hahn-Banach Theorem and the

consequent separation properties of B*, the dual of B, as well as the complete-

ness properties of the eigenfunctions of certain Bessel equations associated

with (1).

I.  Introduction.  In an earlier paper [7], the authors gave necessary and

sufficient conditions for the boundary value problem

d2u/dt2 + Au(t) = 0,      0 < t < T < °°,

(11) n(0) = u(T) = 0,

to have a unique solution.  Here u: [0, T] —* D(A) is a twice strongly contin-

uously differentiable function (in the norm of a Banach space B) and D(A) C B

is the domain of the given closed operator A.  The results were extended in sev-

eral directions there to include operator equations of the form
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(1.2) P(t)u(t)+Au(t) = 0,

where P(t) was an even order ordinary differential operator with (possibly un-

bounded but time independent) operators as coefficients. Several applications

to boundary value problems for partial differential equations were given. We

refer the reader to [7] for details and a more comprehensive bibliography.

The purpose of this paper is twofold. First,we examine boundary value

problems for an abstract Euler-Poisson-Darboux (EPD) equation of the form

(1.3) d2u/dt2 + (k/t)du/dt 4- Au = 0,      0 < t < T < »,

where k is a given real constant, k ¥= 0.

Equation (1.3) includes, as special cases, both the classical EPD equation

as well as the generalized axially symmetric potential theory equation (GASPT).

More generally, it includes equations of the form

0.4)  *HS-S£(*»£) = »•    C*.<)enx(0,n

where £2 is a bounded domain in R". The symmetric matrix (af/(x)) may have

both positive and negative eigenvalues.

Because the appropriate boundary conditions for (1.3) to be prescribed at

t = 0 will depend upon the parameter k, we shall not specify them here but

include them in our discussions later.

Secondly, we shall indicate how our earlier results [7] may be extended

to weak solutions of (1.1) and (1.3).

Our results extend those of Young [11], [12], Dunninger and Weinacht

[8] to the case k < 0. Since they are of an abstract nature they apply to a

much wider class of problems than heretofore considered. Moreover, our tech-

niques permit us to dispense with several conditions on the operator A needed in

earlier results. Among these were the following:

(a) A is formally selfadjoint and elliptic.

(b) A possesses a complete set of eigenfunctions.

(c) The undifferentiated term (if any) in A must be nonnegative.

(d) A backward (in time) uniqueness theorem must be available for (1.4).

The plan of the paper is as follows.  In the next section we formally intro-

duce the definitions and notation to be used. In §111 we examine classical

(strong) solutions to (1.3) with the condition u(T) = 0. In the next section we

consider the boundary condition ù(T) + ctuiT) = 0, a real. Then, in §V we

consider weak solutions to (1.1) and (1.3).  Finally, we mention, in §VI, the

abstract biaxially symmetric equation.
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II. Definitions and notation. Throughout the paper we let F be a real

Banach space and D(A)CB be a dense linear subspace. A: D(A) —► B will be a

given closed linear operator, which need not be bounded in general. The restric-

tion that B be real is made only for convenience of notation as can easUy be

seen from the results and their proofs. Let B* denote the dual of B and </, x >

denote the pairing of / G B* with x e B.  In § V we wiU have need of the ad-

joint of A, A*. Let

D(A*) - {feB*\(f, Ax) is a continuous linear functional of x eD(A)}.

D(A*) thus is the domain of the adjoint operator A*: D(A*) —► B. We shaU

assume that D(A*) is dense in B* (in the norm topology), but we wiU not use

this fact except in §V.

Definition H-l. A sequence {\ }"_ j is said to be admissible for unique-

ness of strong solutions if\$ op(A) (the point spectrum of A) for n = 1,2,

3.

Throughout this paper we shaU assume k =£ 0. The case k = 0 is the regu-

lar case and has been treated in [7].

III. Strong solutions. We define a strong solution as foUows:

Definition BJ-l. u: (0,7] —*D(A) is a strong solution to

(3.1) d2u/dt2 + (k/t)du/dt + Au(t) = 0,     te(0, T),

if
(i) u is strongly (norm) continuous on (0, T].

(ii) u has two weakly continuous weak derivatives du/dt, d2u/dt2.

(iii) Equation (3.1) is satisfied in the following weak sense: forallfeB*,

t e (0, T),

(3.2) </, d2u/dt2> + (k/t) (f, du/dt) + </, Au(t)) = 0.

(iv) Let p(t) = tkUu(tß ifk > 0, flUw(f)H ifk < 0. Then p(t) is inte-
grable on (0, T].

Remark.   In view of the definition of weak derivatives, the equation

(3.2) means that for aU / G B*, </, «> is twice continuously differentiable,

and

^ </. «(0> + * Yt {f' "(i)> + V' Au(f)) = °-

Definition III-2.   We say u: (0,T] -+D isa strong solution to the first

boundary value problem (FBVP) for (3.1) if

(i) u is a strong solution to (3.1) in the sense of Definition III-l.

(ii) u(T) = 0.
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(iii) (a)  ifk>0,tk [Idu/dtl + t\\u(t)i] —► 0 as f -> 0+;

(b) ifk < 0 [tWdu/dtW 4- llu(f)ll] -* 0 as t —► 0+.

Remark.   The conditions (iiiXa), (b) seem rather restrictive. In fact they

are much weaker than the conditions used in [8], [11], [12] which required u

to be continuously differentiable on [0, T].  For k > 0, condition (a) says that

Wdu/dñ, Hull may grow to infinity like te~k and r6"*-1 for some e, 5, e < k,

5<k+l.

Remark.   For k > 1, one can give an e - Ô argument to show that if

f* Wdu/dtII —*■ 0 as t —► 0+, then f*-1 llu(f)ll —> 0 and consequently

i*+1llM(f)ll-»0asr-*0+.(2)

To see this we observe that

IIW(/)II < ll«(f0)ll +ft° idu/dntdn

<ii«(i0)ii+(e/(*-i))rfc+1,

where t0 > 0 is so small that tk Idu/dñ < e on (0, f0). From this we see that

f*-1 fluir)» —»• 0 as t —► 0+. Thus tk+1 llu(i)ll -»• 0 as t —* 0+.

Now let { Xn }"_ j denote the eigenvalues for the following Sturm-Liouvüle

problem for Bessel's equation of order p where p = lA \k - 11

(3.3) ^"(f) + r\ ^'(f) + (X _ p2r2Mt) - 0,

(3.4) ^(7) = 0,

(3.4.1) t*\¡/(t) is bounded near t = 0.

If Jfc > 1 or k < 0, we take

(3-5) W)=/P(VV)

where the a„ are the positive roots of

(3.5.1) jp(Vx„r) = o.

The functions \j/n    form a complete orthogonal sequence with respect to the

weight function /.   On the other hand, if 0 < fc < 1, or 0 < p < H, there are

two sets of solutions:

(3-6> *»,p(0 - VA*    JP(V\,T) = o,

and

(3.7) K,p(0 - -/-píVV);    J-P(.J\T) = o.

(z)   The authors wish to thank Professor Richard Weinacht for this observation.
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Recall that, for any r, r not a negative integer,

f        £,        (-i)mr(r + l)t2m
Jr«)=-

2T(r + 1) ^0 22mT(r + m + l)IYm + 1)

From now on, we shall write \pn instead of \jjn    or \¡in      and mean either the

sequence given by (3.5) or (3.7).

Theorem III-l.   Let u:(0,T]—>Dbea strong solution to the FBVP.

Then u = 0 if and only if the sequence {X„}~=1 defined by (3.5.1) or (3.7) is

admissible for uniqueness in the sense of Definition II-1.

Proof. Suppose for some m, Xm is an eigenvalue for A.  Let

,*(»-*>,/p(yf\mt)om,     k>lork<0,
u  (t) = {

tW-»j_p(VK,t»m, o<*<i,

where vm CD(A), vm ¥= 0, is an eigenvector corresponding to r\m,Avm = \„vm.

It is a routine matter to verify that um(t) has the correct asymptotic behavior

near t = 0 and that it satisfies the differential equation in the sense of Defini-

tion III-l.

Conversely, suppose {Xn}"_1 is admissible for uniqueness of strong solu-

tions.  Let, for 5 G (0, T),

*<W-jf'*(,**}*.0W*'
where u is the given strong solution to the FBVP.  The vectors vn(8) are weU

defined in view of the strong continuity of u. Moreover, it is easy to check that

!0(r*)   asi->-0+, ¿t>0,

O(0     asf->0+, *<0.

From this one sees that the function /V4*1+*tyf|(0HM(r)1 is integrable near t =

0. Consequently Um6_^0+ v„(8) exists in the strong topology on B. Let v„ denote

this limit. From integration theory in Banach space (Hille and PhiUips [13, p.

62]) and the assumption that A is closed, we have that vn(5) eD(A) and

Avn(V =fs   tV,{l+k)*„(t)Au(t)dt.

Using (iv) of Definition III-l we find that the strong limit as 5 —* 0+ of

Avn(8) exists. CaU this limit yn. In view of the qjosedness of A again, it follows

that v„ eD(A) and Avn = yn.

Now fix/GB*. We have
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</, Av„(8)> = J6Ví1+k)^(íX/. Au(t))dt

m _jTtW +kHn(t)(j^ </ u(t)> 4- f £ </ „(,)>) A

= Ht^l-kHn(t))U u(t)) - t^1+k^n(tu du/dt)\¡

+ *nfitW+kHn(tMu(t))dt.

In view of the boundary conditions this leads to

(f,Avn)=   lim   </, ¿un(5)> = X„   lim   (f, vn(ô)) = Xn<f, vn).
8->0 + 6-»0 +

Therefore </, ^4ow - Xnvn > = 0 for all « and all / G B*. From a corollary of the

Hahn-Banach Theorem it follows that Avn - Xnvn = 0 for all n. Since Xn £

ap(A), vn = 0 for all «. Thus, for any/G5*,

0 = </• »„> =Jo tm+k)KW. "Wdt.

It follows from the completeness properties of the Bessel functions that

</ u(t)) = 0 for r G (0, 71 and/G 5*.  The same separation property of 5* as

above which follows from the Hahn-Banach Theorem permits us to conclude that

u(t) = 0.

IV. Other boundary conditions. Many of the arguments of the preceding

section can be extended to other boundary conditions. The only modification

being the choice of the sequence { X„ }~_ x. We consider the general condition

(4.1) u'(T) + cat(T) = 0.

The condition to be satisfied by the eigenfunctions ̂ „(t) is

(4.2) 4,'n(T) + (oc + tS(1 - k)/T)*n(T) - 0.

Recall that \¡/n(t) = Ja(y/Xt) where o = Vi(k - 1) if k > 0 and o = tt(l - k) if

k < 0. This means the sequence of positive numbers Xn satisfy

(4.3) y/XnTJ'a(y/XJ) + [aT 4- Î4(l - k)]Ja(y/\,T) = 0.

We shall prove the following theorems.  In both cases u is presumed to be

a strong solution to (3.1) in the sense of Definition III-l satisfying the regularity

conditions near t = 0 of Definition III-2.   The sequence {X„}~=1 will denote

the positive (squares) of positive roots of (4.3).
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Theorem IV-l.   Let k>0 and u: (0, T\ —> D be as above and suppose

it(T) + <xu(T) = 0.

Then we have

(a) If a > 0, u = 0 if and only if{\ }~= x is admissible for uniqueness in

the sense of Definition II-l.   (No X„ G ap(A).)

(b) If a = 0, u(t) —va constant vector in D(A) if and only if \n Ç. ap(A)

for all n.  The vector v satisfies Av = 0. 7Aus, in this case u = 0 if and only if

0?°p(A)-
(c) lfa<0, u(t) = t%i-l~k^Ig(ßf)o where v G D(A) satisfies Av + ß2v =

0, Ia(f) = i~"Ja(it) is the modified Bessel function and iß is one of the conjugate

imaginary roots of (4.3) if and only if X„ £ op(A) for all n. Moreover, u(t) = 0

if and only if-ß2 é op(A). (o = >â(k - 1) here.)

For the case k < 0, we obtain a simUar result. Here the natural breakoff

point is a = (A: - 1)/F. We have

Theorem rV-2. Letk<0 and u: (0,T] —*D be as above. Suppose u

satisfies u(T) + cm(T) = 0. Then we have

(a) If a > (k -1 )/T, u(t) = 0 if and only if the sequence { X„ }"_ j is acAnis-

si'Afe for uniqueness in the sense of Definition II-l.   (Here o = &(1 - k).)

(b) Ifa = (k- 1)/F, u(t) = tl~kvfor some v eD(A) with Av = 0 if and

only if X„ £ op(A) for all n. In this case u = 0if and only if0$ op(A).

(c) Ifa<(k- \)¡T, u(t) = /%(1-fc)/a(/3r)u where veD(A) solves Av +

ß2v = 0 if and only if Xn fcop(A) for all n. (Here Ia, ß are as in the preceding

theorem.) Moreover u(t) = 0 in this case if and only if-ß2 $ op(A).

The proofs of these results rest upon the foUowing weU-known property

of Bessel functions [4], [14].

Consider the roots of

(4.4) pTJ'a({xT) + HJo(pT) = 0,

where a > -Vi and H is a real constant and let y/\n = pn denote the positive roots

of (4.4).

(A) If H > - o/T, then (4.4) has only the positive roots pn, and the func-

tions ^>n(t) = J0(pnt) form a complete orthogonal set on (0, T) with respect to

the measure tdt.

(B) If H=-o/T, (4.4)has 0 as a root, and the family {ta, \¡ix(t),...}

forms a complete orthogonal set on (0, T) with respect to the measure tdt.

(C) If H < - o/T, (4.4) has a pair of imaginary roots ± iß, and the family

{Ia(ßt), \j/x(t),. . .} forms a complete orthogonal family on (0, T) with respect

to the measure tdt. Here Ia(t) = i~aJa(it) is the modified Bessel function of or-

der a. Note that it is strictly positive on (0, T].
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If we set H = a 4- &(1 - k)/T, the conditions H> -o/T, H = -o/T and

H < -o/T become a > 0, a = 0 and a < 0, if k > 0, o = Vt(k - 1); and they

become a > (k - 1)/T, a = (k- 1)/T and a < (k - i)/T if Jfc < 0 and o =

K(l - k).

Now we can prove the two theorems.  If a > 0 (k > 0) or a > (k - 1)/T,

(k < 0), the proof of (a) in either case is the same as that of Theorem III-l.

The counterexamples, if Xm G op(A) are taken as in Theorem III-l.

Now consider the case a = 0, k > 0. As in the other cases

vn = (T t'Mk-lHn(t)u(t)-tdt = 0,

for u = 1, 2, . . . provided that Xn ̂  op(A) for all u = 1, 2, . . . . In this case,

we must have, for every/GB*,

<tMk-i)fuit)) = Cft'Mk-i)

or </, u(t)) = Cp a constant. Thus u(f) = v, a constant in D(A).  For if not,

there are tx, t2 E (0, T],tx ¥= t2 such that u(tx) i= u(t2). Thus there is an

element g EB* such that cg = (g, u(tx)) # {g, u(t2)) = cg. But this is impos-

sible. Thus u(t) = v. Since u takes values in D(A), v E D(A) as well. Introduc-

ing this solution into (3.2) we find that (/, Av) = 0 for all /G B*. Thus Av = 0.

The second statement of part (B) follows immediately.

If on the other hand some Xm G op(A), let vm ED(A), Avm = Xmvm.

Then

um(f) = ^(i-*)/1/2(k_1)(VXmfK

satisfies (3.2), </, um(T)) = 0 and the regularity conditions near / = 0 of Defi-

nition III-2.

Now consider the case a = (k - 1)/T, k < 0. In exactly the same manner

as above v„ = 0 if X„ £ op(A). Thus, for any fED(A),

tW-lXf,u(t)) = cftW-V

for some constant cy. Thus </, f(*_1^u(f)> = c¡. As in the preceding argument,

this implies that f^uty) = u, a constant in D(A) and hence u(t) = t1~kv. This

is a solution with Av = 0 and it clearly satisfies t(f, ù(T)> 4- (k - 1)</, u(T)) =

0 as well as the regularity requirements near t = 0 demanded by Definition III-2

for k < 0. The second statement of part (b) follows immediately. The necessity

is again established by letting

um(0 = f'/l(1-%(1_fc)^m/)um

where Xm G op(A) and Avm = Xmvm, vm # 0, vm ED(A).
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The proof of the third parts of these theorems are similar to those of parts

(b).  The only difference is that one must show that i*%^ft_1\/, u(t)) =

cfIa(ßt) implies that u(t) = r*(1_A%0?i> for vCD(A) with Av + ß2v = 0. To

see this we observe that Ia > 0 on (0, T] so that

</, [í^-'V/.cwiuCí))-*/.

for aU feB*. Then, it follows as before, from the Hahn-Banach Theorem, that

the second argument in <,) above is a constant which must be in D(A) since

u(t) is for t e (0, T]. The fact that u(t) satisfies (3.2) leads to </, Av + ß2v) =

0 for aU / G B* so again Av + ß2v = 0.

The necessity of the conditions Xm ̂  op(A) follows as in parts (a), (b). We

omit details.

V. Weak solutions.  In this section we examine the question of uniqueness

for weak solutions of (1.1) and (1.3).  In order to do this we shall need some

additional technical requirements on the operator A.  In fact, instead of (1.1)

we shaU consider the more general

(5.1) Putt + Au = 0

where F and A are unbounded operators on D C B, a dense linear subspace and

formulate and prove our result for weak solutions to (1.3) and content ourselves

with a formulation and statement of the analogous results for (5.1).

Definition V-l.   We say a sequence { X„ }~_ j is admissible for uniqueness

of weak solutions if A* - \n has dense range in B*. (In complex Banach space

we would replace this condition by A* - X„ Aas dense range!)

Clearly Definition II-l is weaker than Definition V-l.   That they are not

equivalent in general can be seen from the following example due to Robert

Sine. We let B = C[0, 1], the continuous functions on [0, 1] and 11/11 =

suPrs[o i ] '/(0' •  Define A: B —► B by Af(t) = tf(t). A is a bounded opera-

tor with no eigenvalues. The dual space B* of B is the set of regular Borel mea-

sures m.  The adjoint, A* acts on measures by the following

(m, Af) =/[0 , j tf(t)dm(t) = ¡[01 , f(t)tdm(t) = Urn, />,

so that A*m = tm. Now 0 ^ o (A) but the range of A* is not dense in B*.

(The norm on B* is the total variation of m(eB*).) To see this, we observe that

tm {0} = 0.  Let 6 be point mass at 0. Then clearly 115 - frail* > 1 where

llmll* is the total variation of m.

However, if F is a HUbert space and A** = A, then one can easily show

that X ̂  op(A) if and only if A - X has dense range.
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Definition V-2.   We say u: (0, T] —*• D(A) CB isa weak solution to

the first boundary value problem for (3.1) if

(i) u is strongly continuous on (0, T].

(Ü) u(T) = 0.

(üi) (a) ifk>0,tkiu(tßeL1(0,T);

(b) i/rV<0,/llu(OllGL1(0, T).

(iv)

(5.2) 0 = Jor <u"(0 - (kv(t)lt)' + A*v(t), u(t))dt

for all v: (0, T] -* D(A*) satisfying

(a) v is twice strongly continuously differentiable.

03) v(T) = 0.

(y) lfk>0, then w(t) = t~kv(i) satisfies

sup {iiw(on, iw"(t) - kr1 w'(t) n} < °o.
(©,n

lfk<0, w(t) = f V0 satisfies (y) above.

(5) In either case IU*iv(f)ll is bounded on (0, T].

It is now an easy matter to prove

Theorem V-l. Let u: (0,T] —>B be a weak solution of the first bound-

ary value problem above. Let { X„ }~=1 be the squares of the positive roots of

J„(pT) = 0 for o = %(k- 1) if k>0and o = U(l -k)ifk<0. //{X„}"=1

is admissible for uniqueness in the sense of the above definition, then u = 0.

Proof.  Fix/GD(A*) and let

on(t) = iK(1+tVc(A0 7= t«<1+k^n(t)f.

It is easy to verify that o„ is admissible in (5.2). Inserting on in (5.2) we find

that

(5.3.1) 0 = /J" /*(1 +*V„(i)<-\,/+ A*f, u(t))dt.

Again setting

Vn=5otV,il+k)*n(t)«(.t)dt

(the existence of vn foUows exactly as in the case of strong solutions) we may

rewrite (5.3.1) as

<5-3-2) o = C4*/-X„/, v„)

because
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<A*f, vn) = Jor t*<1+k^n(t)<A*f, u(t))dt

= xB</,y„>.

Since A* -Xn has dense range, we obtain, for each fixed «, vn = 0. The remain-

der of the argument is the same as that used in Theorem III-l.

Remark. Although we obtain uniqueness of solutions in a much wider

class, we no longer assert the necessity of the condition that A* - Xn have dense

range for all «. Moreover, we had to assert more about the structure of A.

We now take up the question of weak solutions to

(5.4) P ^jL + Au(t) = o,      t E (0, T),

(5-5) u(0) = u(T) = 0.

We assume that the operators P, A are defined on a dense domain D and that the

adjoint operator P*, A* are defined on a dense subdomain D* C B*.

Definition V-3.   We say u: [0,T] —+D is a weak solution to (5.4),

(5.5) ifu is strongly continuous on [0, T] and

(56) Jj" (P*^"(t) + A*\¡/(t), u(t))dt = 0

for every \¡/: [0,T] —*D* such that

(i)  ^ is twice strongly continuously differentiable in the norm ofB*,

(ii) \p" takes values in D*,

(in) ^(0) = ^(7) = 0.

We say a sequence {X^^-j is admissible for uniqueness of weak solutions

of (5.4), (5.5), if for each n, P* - X^<4* has dense range in B*.

Theorem V-2.   7/X„ = n2it2/T2, «=1,2,... , forms a sequence which

is admissible for uniqueness of weak solutions of (5.4), (5.5), ¿Ae« u = 0 is fAe

only weak solution of (5.4), (5.5) in the sense of Definition V-3.

The proof of this result is very similar to that of the preceding result. We

simply take ^„(f) = sin(nirt/T)f where / G D* and insert this in (5.6). We find

that

(5.7) 0 = J0T <P*/- X„A*f, u(t)) sin y/x\tdt

since P*f and A*f are bounded linear functional, we may set

vn=ío *Hn*tlT)u(t)dt
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and argue from (5.7) that

(P*f-\A*f,vn) = 0.

Thus vn = 0 and another application of the Hahn-Banach Theorem as well as the

completeness properties of {sin(nitt/T)}^=x  gives the desired result.

Remark.  In the case in which F is a Hubert space and P** = F, /I** = A,

we can show that the conditions on { Xn }"_ j, are necessary as weU as sufficient

in Theorems V-l and V-2 for weak solutions. For in this case, if A* -X„ (or

F* - \A*) does not have dense range, then there is x G B such that x G D(A)

(or D), and such that x ¥= 0 satisfying Ax - \x = 0 (or Px - XnAx = 0). The

strong solutions given by un(t) = í%(1_A:)/a(\/X„í)x (un(t) = sin(nitt/T)x) are

then nontrivial weak solutions as well and the necessity is thus established.

VI.  It is clear from the preceding discussion that our results apply equally

weU to the Euler-Poisson-Darboux equation (A = -A) or the GASPT (general-

ized axiaUy symmetric potential theory) equation (A - A). Other generalizations

are possible.  Consider for examples equation of the form

(61)      t^l + rè +Au = o,    -¡e(tx,...,tn)ex (0,Tt]
í=l dt¡       li   oí¡ I=1

where «:X ?=i (0, T¡] —>-D(A) C B.  The numbers T¡ are aU finite and the

constants k¡ are fixed, given quantities.  Equation (6.1) may be referred to as the

generalized n-axiaUy symmetric potential theory equation.

Uniqueness theorems for (6.1) may be obtained along the following lines.

As a boundary condition appropriate to (6.1) we might take u(f¡, T¡) — 0, i =

1, . . . , n,where (t¡, T¡) = (tx,. . . , t¡_x, T¡, ti+x, . . . , tn). We would set

Vm =Jo1 * • -Si" A   [^(I+fc'VaMm^)]«(0^ ' ' ' *1
/=1

where m = (mx,. . . mn) and m¡ = 1, 2, 3.i = 1,2,3.n. The condi-

tion, necessary and sufficient for uniqueness, would then be 2"_j Xm fioJA)

for any m-tuple (mx,. . . , mn), m¡ a positive integer.

Here o¡ = Vi(kt - 1) if *, > 0 and o¡ = ft(\ - *,) if k¡ < 0.  The regularity

conditions which must be prescribed as each t¡ —*■ 0+ when the others are held

fixed are the same as those given in Theorem III-l  and wUl depend on the sign

of*,.

Our results concerning this problem contain those of Young [12] as a

special case. The special case k. = 0, /' = 1, . . . , n is a generalization of the

ultrahyperbolic equation treated in [5].
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